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Caples Creek trailhead 

 

Driving directions from Camp Cody parking lot (38.759, -120.149) to Caples Creek (38.696, -120.201) trailhead.  
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NOTES:   Courtesy of past trek leaders, the easiest way is to drive out on Cody dirt road to Pack Saddle Pass Rd (paved). Then, 
turn left – the opposite direction that you would normally take to go to Hwy 50. 
 

Driving distance and time to Caples Creek trailhead parking lot is approximately 50 min (14 miles) via Camp Cody access 
road: 
 

1. Drive this road until it T-intersects 10N24 Forest Serv Rd (about 4.5 miles), then turn right towards Silver Fork Rd 
staying on pavement. 

 

2. At the next intersection (about 3 miles), turn left on Silver Fork Rd. continue for about 2.2 miles until you see the sign 
on the left for Caples Creek Trailhead.   

 

When leaving this overnight trek to return to Camp Cody, the best way out is to take Silver Fork Rd to Hwy 50 and then turn 
right (east) onto Hwy 50 towards Strawberry and follow the usual route back to Cody.  
 

IMPORTANT:  The Caples Creek trail offers three separate locations and ample trailhead parking for the overnight treks so in 
any given year there may be more than one Cody trek group on the trail. 
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Hiking directions:   Caples Creek Loop Trail is a 9.1 mile moderately trafficked loop trail located near Kyburz, California 
that offers the chance to see wildlife and is rated as moderate. The trail is primarily used for hiking, running, and 
backpacking and is best used from March until February. Dogs are also able to use this trail.    There are several spots 
along the trail that are near both Caples and Silver creeks that are suitable for overnight camping. 

Length:  9.1 mi Elevation gain:  1,535 ft Route type:  Loop 
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